
Calvary Temple Christmas Activity Pack
Join the band this Christmas with a DIY instrument from your home 

(ps. wait for Pastor Cher to let you know when to play       )

Shakers
Fill a small container (small jar or Rubbermaid container) with 
macaroni or rice) or just use the box of macaroni as the shaker 

Scraper/Guiro
Find a vegetable tin or soup tin. Remove the label. Use a pencil 
or wooden spoon to rub along the side of the tin to make the 
guiro sound. 

Drum
Use recycled materials: an empty milk jug, plastic ice cream 
container. Turn it upside down to play like a drum.  You can use 
wooden spoons or spatulas for your mallets. 

Comb Kazoo
You will need wax paper and a comb for this. Cut a piece of wax 
paper as long as the comb and twice as wide as the comb. Place 
the comb in the center of the wax paper, teeth down. Hold the 
paper lightly against the comb. Place the paper and comb light-
ly against your lips and hum “ooooooo.”  The wax paper should 
vibrate making a buzzing sound. 

Cymbals
•two paper plates; two pipe cleaners; coins or metal washers; 
glue gun

-punch a pair of holes into the center of each plate. The distance 
between the holes should be as wide as the palm of your hand
-insert the pipe cleaner into the holes – tie the ends of the pipe 
cleaner together
-glue some coins or metal washers all around the edges of the 
plates. 

Tambourine
•Paper plate; String or yarn; Jingle bells

-cut yarn into 3 inch pieces (one piece of string for each bell)
-thread one jingle bell onto each piece of yarn
-use a hole punch or a pencil to poke holes for each of your bells 
around the edge of the plate. (don’t get too close to the edge)
-tie each jingle bell to the plate



Pan flute
•6 to 8 straws; Sticky tape

-cut a long strip of sticky tape and put the straws on the sticky 
side,
-arrange the straws in twos from the shortest to the longest
-secure well with more sticky tape so the straws stay in place

Popsicle stick harmonica
•Two wide popsicle sticks; 
•Two rubber bands or string; 
•A strip of paper the same size as the popsicle stick; 
•Two toothpicks 

-sandwich the paper strip in between the two popsicle sticks
-Wrap the rubber band around one end until its tight
-slide a toothpick to the inside of the rubber band.
-wrap the other side with a rubber band and place the toothpick 
inside that rubber band
-(place one of the toothpicks on top of the paper and one of the 
toothpicks under the paper). 
-blow air to make a unique sound. 

Balloon skin drum
•Small tin can; 
•20 inch balloon; Ribbon; Craft glue

-Wash and dry your tin can (you can paint them if you like)
-cut the balloon and stretch over the tin can. (you can glue it in 
place) 

Rain stick
•Cardboard tube (toilet rolls are too small and too thin); 
•Small nails; 
•Beads or pinto beans or macaroni or rice (etc)
-place the small nails into the sides of the tube. The more nails 
you put into the tube, the longer the sound will last as it will take 
longer for the beads to fall from one end to the other. 
-make sure to close the end of your tube or use duct tape to 
close the end. 
-drop your beans or beads into the tube. 
-you can decorate the tube – cover it with paper, paint the tube, 
add stickers, glitter etc.

Create & colour your own christmas cards!

1.  Print the next pages in black and white on 8.5 x 11 paper. 
2. Fold the piece of paper along the middle horizontal line to create a Christmas card. 
3. Write your message inside and include with a gift to a family member or friend. 
4. Colour!!!








